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About This Game

Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it's super fat guys free-styling!!!

Sumo Revise is a local-multiplayer brawler designed to harken back to the zaniness and replayability of couch-crowding games
like Super Smash Bros. and GoldenEye 007, with a splash of silliness of games like QWOP and Surgeon Simulator 2013.

FEATURES

INSANE, UNPREDICTABLE GAMEPLAY
Struggle to force your friends out of the ring in lightning-fast, ever-changing rounds. Grab power-ups to learn the secret abilities

of the sumo masters. Don hats and costumes on the fly to confuse your opponents (and yourself)!

EXOTIC LOCATIONS AND EXTENSIVE CUSTOMIZATION
Battle in seven different arenas in the far reaches of Sumo Land. Sharpen your skills with 12 different modes and gameplay

modifiers, including Free-For-All, Capture the Flag, and Bacon. Create and share your own levels and modes for never-ending
insanity!
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THE PLACE IS CRAWLING WITH SUMOS!
Play with up to 8 players simultaneously, or supplement with AI opponents if you're feeling lonely.

REALISTIC SUMO PHYSICS?
Unfortunately, since they're so portly the sumos don't exactly maneuver well...Move wisely!

DISCLAIMERS

Sumo Revise is designed to be a local multiplayer game, and some of its best qualities are lost during online play. As such, Sumo
Revise is at this time offline-only. BE ADVISED. Also, playing with 8 players simultaneously requires four gamepads, two

keyboards, and a mouse. The extra keyboard is needed because keyboard hardware can only receive a few inputs at once. BE
ADVISED.
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Title: Sumo Revise
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
John Szymanski, Evan Szymanski, David Szymanski
Publisher:
John Szymanski
Release Date: 25 Jun, 2015
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At work, at home, in my sleep. I can hear the beckoning of the red birds... Chirp....Chirp....Chirp.... I begin to panic, clicking
everything I see.

Mouse button broke.

Slowly, it scrolls up; then they are back in the scene. The birds. Chirp....Chirp.....Chirp.....

I dont know how the elephant, aligator, or the worm deals with them in their serene world. It almost seems; calming to them; as
if they are controlled by the birds.

Chirp....Chirp......Chirp....

For eternity, they are damned to listen to them. Forever stuck on the park bench. Is this hell? Or is it....

No it cant be......

Play to find out what it is..... BUT BEWARE

Chirp.....Chirp......Chirp.....

. Wow just wow. Good game 9.6/10. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. Downloaded the Muse DLC pack and probably play these
songs the most. This song is challenging once you get past 20% but its worth the time and practice. this game is where i draw the
line

...

LineWay is a simple puzzle game where, presented with just a board of tiles and a starting point, you must draw a single line to
connect all the tiles together. As the levels progress, several additional mechanics are thrown into the mix such as rectangular
tiles and tiles that can only be filled in by wrapping around them in a circle.

The concept here isn't exactly original, nor do the majority of the levels pose a significant challenge — out of the ~50 levels, I'm
going to say I had to take my time with only around 10 of them. My total playtime according to Steam is only 2.4 hours, and I
am fairly certain at least a third of that was because I forgot to turn the game off while I was doing something else. Quite
frankly, there are other games on Steam in the line-drawing subgenre that have been released prior, such as Unium, that will
likely give you more bang for your buck.
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That being said, the presentation of the game hit all the right notes for me. The minimalist palette is easy on the eyes, the sole
music track is pleasant and unobtrusive, and sprightly sound effects play as tiles are filled in and levels are completed. It's a very
soothing experience.

Overall, for a dollar, this is a nice, easygoing puzzle game that I recommend as a bite-sized relaxer.. This is a beautiful game.
The graphics are different from most RPGMaker games I've seen (though similar in some respects). Anyway, you play as
Zembre a hero that is on call for the King. Well, a new crisis has come to pass... someone has kidnapped all the virgin females in
the kingdom. They all disappeared overnight.

Interestingly, the princess wasn't taken...

There is a lot of humor in the game. So do try it.. Great early effort, not without issues but fun enough to play in current build.
Looking forward to the updates, I know this team will deliver.. Has quite possibly one of the coolest endings, as much as people
say to only buy Ringed City, Ashes of Ariandel adds a lot more context to the end of Ringed City. So if all you care about it
content, get this, if you care about story and context, get both DLCs.
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The worst of the their 3 games. Got these 3 in a bundle. Not gonna bother buying/playing their next one.

Sort the souls of dead people into their respective color-coded cooking machines. Then click the food item the person is asking
for to make it. The food is automatically made. Seemed to just be Loki from the Thor cinematic universe.

That's it.... I wish I played more of this before it died.

C'est la vie.. Fun little puzzler, only a few hours long, but a good logic workout. If you ever have to guess you've missed
something. As is the fashion, concepts are introduced wordlessly with a few simple training puzzles, then you're in for the real
ones in each section. If you've learned the correct rules from the training puzzles (pay careful attention to these), then it's just a
matter of deduction to solve that section. Any confusion will probably stem from having "learned" a slightly incorrect version of
the rule, and in this way it reminds me a lot of The Witness, though the games are not otherwise similar.. Great game! worth the
price!. I honestly wasnt sure about getting this game, so i played the demo which is available on gamejolt.I recommend its really
fun and unique, but if your not sure about getting try the demo on gamejolt. short and fun game. First 30 minute MIXED
REALITY and VR gameplay of Robot Incursion, enjoy guys:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=jyWzzUSGPho

Short Review (will be updated soon):

Robot Incursion is a surprisingly immersive, good looking and well made wave-based First Person Shooter in Virtual reality!
The Mixed Reality feature is working and looks perfect in this game, as you freely move around in your roomscale area, shoot
robots, hide behind objects and defend yourself in constant action. I really think Robot Incursion deserves more attention!

Robot Incursion is a single player game (so far) and you play as a soldier defending your base, your teammates and of course
yourself agains evil robots, space ships and creatures in a beautiful future-inspired environment. Being an early access title,
Robot Incursion already contains plenty of different areas to play within, all of them with unique atmosphere, weather
conditions, varied enemies and som impressive and detailed graphics and physics.

The control system in Robot Incursion is really awesome, as you manually pick up, reload and hold the weapons with the Vive
motion controllers and that really gives you total feeling of presence in VR. Standing and controlling the big turret weapon, or
fireing off the Assault Rifle is something you just have to try out!

Robit Incursion includes a simple training tutorial that lets let you practice your weapon handling before you move out and start
playing this VR experience. AI and level of difficulty is quite high, and it really is a challenge to make it more than a few
minutes on each wave\/map\/level. Well, I like this game and I hope more content, weapons and maps will be added soon.

I will update my review when more time is spent on the game, and when more content is added. For now, Im recommending this
game for all of you that likes wave-shooter FPS games, just give it a try - it IS nice! :)
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